Abstract-Thermal generation by power dissipation of the highly integrated System on Chip (SoC) device is irregularly distributed on the intra chip. It leads to thermal increment of the each thermally different region and effects on the propagation timing; consequently, the timing violation occurs due to the misestimated number of buffers. In this paper, the timing budgeting methodology considering thermal variation which contains buffer insertion with wire segmentation is proposed. Thermal aware LUT modeling for cell intrinsic delay is also proposed. Simulation results show the reduction of the worst delay after implementing thermal aware buffer insertion using by proposed wire segmentation up to 33% in contrast to the original buffer insertion. The error rates are measured by SPICE simulation results.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Continuous development of CMOS technology has realized SoC designs which is the high level integration of a variety of intellectual property (IP) cores into a single chip. SoC designs are being settled as a main design issue, and have many advantages such as greater functionality with a simpler hardware design, lower system cost, and more reduced time to market than the board level systems; however, power density and operation frequency are significantly increased [1, 2] . Because these increments lead to power dissipation and heat generation on the chips rise, the thermal problem is emerged as one of the most important issues in SoC designs.
Temperature impacts on resistivity, definitely increases it, so that the resistances of interconnected wires and transistors are increased [3] . In the result, additional delay is induced especially in high performance SoC circuits; consequently, the management of thermal effect is necessary to overcome such degradation of circuit performance. In general, temperature is non-uniformly distributed on the chips due to the irregular CMOS switching activity and the different operation modes from various functional blocks [3] . Thermal effects on the timing variation have been studied [4] that if a driving cell and/or wire are effected by the thermal effects, the position of an inserted buffer is moved while the previous buffer insertion methods are inserting a buffer in the middle of a wire or buffers with the regular length of a wire; therefore, additional buffers are needed because the shifted buffers drive a longer wire as well as K. Sundaresan et al. analyzed the impact of Joule heat and thermal gradients on timing violation [5] . To alleviate timing violation occurred by temperature, the delay optimization technique like buffer insertion is essential. When implementing buffer insertion, the numbers and positions of buffers are carefully dealt with, according to the result of recent study in [6] , 43.6% of repeaters are inserted in nets of the inter block level, and 70% of repeaters are occupied of the total number of cells in case of the intra block; therefore, predicting the thermal dependent resistances in the early stage of physical design and planning to reserve the area of the buffer spaces considering temperature are necessary. For the accurate estimation, buffer insertion planning with the accurate thermal aware timing budget by using thermal aware delay model and wire segmentation stage is proposed before place & route (P&R).
The cell delay of buffer is needed for buffer insertion and it is used as LUT matched by input transition time and output capacitance load. The spice simulations make LUT for every cell and thermal is one of the most important input factors. As thermal variations occur, the new spice simulations are needed for new cell characterization and it takes much time. Cell library only served LUT of the cases for best, typical and worst corner. We propose fast cell characterization method without every spice simulation for thermal variation. This paper also studies the distribution of temperature on a chip gird by grid and invests the changed resistance of nets and buffers to be placed in each thermal grid cells. For simulation, buffer insertion is implemented using by Van Ginneken algorithm modified delay model and wire segmentation for thermal efficiency.
Section II shows the methods of buffer insertion in the floorplan stage. Section III shows the buffer insertion methods and cell characterization. Section IV and V show the simulation results and conclusion.
II. FLOORPLAN LEVEL BUFFER INSERTION
In case that a cell drives a long wires or many sinks, the propagation delay of such driving cell is effectively reduced by inserting buffers. Buffer planning in the early stage of physical design estimates the area of the buffer space to be inserted after P&R is highly required because the blocks and cells work as the obstacles from the buffers, as well as the large number of buffers are inserted in the advanced and complex SoC devices so that the buffer planning in the floorplan stage should be implemented in advance.
Buffer Insertion
For timing estimation in floorplan, it is assumed that the nets are interconnected with among the block pins which are placed the edge of the blocks and connected with the closest cell of a source and sinks respectively as shown in Fig. 1 . Global routing is performed based on Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) in all connected inter block nets and network topology is extracted. In given routing trees, buffer insertion of Van Ginneken algorithm [7] based on dynamic programming is used that finds the optimal position of the segmented candidate nodes by selecting the optimal slack and the smallest load capacitance from the sink to the source. Our work includes the thermal effects into this buffer insertion method.
Delay Model
To find the optimal position of buffers, the delay model including the propagation delay of wires and the driving delay of cells is needed to calculate the optimal slack (required arrival time -delay). Pi model based on Elmore delay model is used for wire in the original buffer insertion method, i.e. when a signal moves from the vertex i to j, the edge e = (v i , v j ) between the vertex is modeled as (1) where C(V j ) represents the downstream capacitance at vertex V j , and if the buffer type B k is inserted at V i , the buffer delay is modeled as in (2) where R(B k ) is the driving resistance of the buffer B k and K(B k ) is the intrinsic delay of buffer B k .
III. THERMAL AWARE BUFFER INSERTION
State of art SoCs have a lot of functional blocks and multi voltage levels for operation of the blocks. These features of the SoC devices make the non-uniform distribution of power consumption and induce the thermal gradients variably ranged on a chip, eventually the characteristics of the chip can be changed caused by the temperature. Ajami et al. stated that it is a safe assumption that the capacitance per unit length is independent of thermal variations along the wires while the resistance is dependent of them [4] . Unless considering the changed resistance of interconnected wires and driving cells by temperature, it is possible to misestimate the delay and insert the insufficient buffers. The lack of the number of buffers leads to the occurrence of the timing violated paths; therefore, delay calculation considered the characteristics of the thermal effect on a chip is required for effective buffer insertion from the floorplan stage. In this study thermal aware delay model and segmentation for buffer insertion proposed in [8] are extended and described in part 1 and 2.
Thermal Aware Delay Model
Under the assumption of that resistances are changeable by temperature while capacitance remains unchanged, to apply increased resistances caused by temperature into the buffer insertion algorithm while calculating RC delay, resistances have to be replaced with them of included the temperature effects based on following equation:
where R is a resistance in standard temperature (T) and T is assumed at 293.15 K, R' is an increased resistance caused by temperature (T'), and α is a temperature coefficient. Assumption that edge (e) is passing through the number of thermal grid cells, and a signal is propagated from vertex i (v i ) to vertex j (v j ). To calculate RC delay in thermal variations, applying the increased resistances into Elmore delay model so that temperature dependent Elmore RC delay model becomes (4) where n is the total number of thermal grid cells overlapped with e, k is a thermal grid cell from vertex i, r k and l k are unit resistance and length of a k th thermal grid cell respectively, C(e) is the wire capacitance, L is the total length of a net, and C(v j ) is the load capacitance. If buffer is inserted at vertex i, thermal dependent buffer delay D'(V i ) becomes (5) where R'(B k ) and R(B k ) are an increased resistance and a resistance of a buffer in k th thermal grid cell respectively, and K'(B k ) is the thermal dependent intrinsic delay of the buffer, and they can be defined as
where K(B k ) is an intrinsic delay of a buffer, β in is the temperature coefficient of the intrinsic delay. The coefficient is decided by the buffer size and the value is referred from [9] .
Contrast to the original delay calculation, proposed one is a type of distributed RC model to include the thermal effects on a chip, i.e. resistances of wires and cells are recalculated based on (3), so the resistance per unit length (㎛) and the driving resistance of the inserted buffers are differently distributed along with each thermal gird cells. For the increased resistance caused by temperature, the interconnect delay and driving resistance of the inserted buffers are calculated for finding the optimal slack, e.g. when the source and sink blocks are arranged on a chip as shown in Fig. 1 , the number of thermal grid cells overlapped the net is ten; thereby, the maximum number of the wire resistance of the unit length and the driving resistance of buffers are ten. Because each of the thermal grid cells has their own thermal information that already estimated, the wire resistance of the unit length and the inserted buffers in each grid cells can be recalculated, so the interconnect delay and the buffer delay can be calculated to find the optimal slack in thermal variations.
Thermal Aware Wire Segmentation
Buffers are selectively inserted of the candidate nodes, and the nodes are come from segmented wires divided by a net. The number and position of inserted buffers are dependent on those candidate nodes. For the most effective use of thermal aware delay model in buffer insertion included thermal variations, it is important to include the thermal effect while segmenting wires.
Alpert et al. presented wire segmentation algorithm that find the optimal length of both ends of a net and optimal number of the inserted buffers between the ends of net with the same length [10] . If using the segmentation in thermal buffer insertion, the delay of each segmented wire becomes different. Each segmented wire has the same delay but different length as segmenting a net by the ratio between resistances at standard temperature and the increased temperature as follow (7) where l' seg is the length of segmented wire in thermal variations if l seg is the length of conventional segmentation.
There is a candidate node in the branching point, as shown in Fig. 2(a) . A net with 10 candidate nodes is illustrated in Fig. 2(b) , length-based wire segmentation is shown in Fig. 2(c) , and delay-based wire segmentation is represented in Fig. 2(d) . The propagation delays of delay of point 1 (d 1 ) to point 5 (d 5 ) are the same.
Thermal Aware Cell Delay LUT Modeling
Technology library includes cell delay information for buffer insertion. Cell delay information is given as LUT for a number of different input slews and load (output) capacitances as shown in Fig. 3 . Delay tables are generated using a detailed transistor-level circuit simulator SPICE. Many input factors including temperature are needed for SPICE simulation and all simulation for these factors is impossible because it needs much time. Actually, technology library gives delay tables for best, typical and worst corners. In this research, cell delay LUT modeling methodology is proposed for thermal variation aware buffer insertion. The interpolation between two temperature corner's LUT generates new delay LUT for dedicated temperature. Because each LUT has different LUT point about input slew and output capacitance as shown in Fig. 3(a) and (b) . It means that the input slews are a, b, c and d for the LUT in Fig. 3(a) while the input slews are a, b', c and d' for the LUT in Fig. 3(b) . As in Fig. 3(b) , it is the reason that the interpolation between point a and point c to calculate the delay for point b and the interpolation between point e and point g to calculate the delay for point f are needed. After this process synchronizing input slew and output capacitance between two LUTs, we get delay table for dedicated thermal using the interpolation between LUTs as in Fig. 3(c) . This LUT generation method reduces simulation time with plus or minus fivepercent error because every SPICE simulation is not necessary and accuracy. The buffer insertion using these LUTs have higher efficiency.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
Buffer insertion included thermal effects which are Table 1 . Standard temperature is set to 293.15 K. Temperatures are increased in all circuits. Particularly, in case of ami33, because the circuit has small size but lots of blocks and high routing density, the range of temperature variation is the widest of the benchmarks, it leads to the most increments of the resistances and the variation range of them.
Once the thermal gradients on a chip are estimated based on grid by grid, Three methods of buffer insertions are implemented: conventional buffer insertion based on dynamic programming, the method applied thermal aware delay model, and the method applied thermal aware delay model and wire segmentation. 2 cases of those simulations are implemented by using a tool, Fast Buffer insertion (FBI), developed in [14] , and we modified the tool by ourselves to apply the proposed delay model and wire segmentation, so that the resistance variation by distributed temperature is reflected in buffer insertion algorithm. For the first case, critical paths which have the longest time to propagate a signal from a source to sinks, typically long nets and nets have many sinks, are initially settled 10% of the total nets in each benchmark circuits. Both the conventional buffer insertion and the buffer insertion applied thermal aware delay model are implemented to verify how many critical paths more occur and how many buffers are more necessary for timing closure by the induced critical paths. The comparison results of both buffer insertion methods are shown in Table 2 . More critical paths are induced in all of benchmark circuits implementing a buffer insertion included the effects of thermal variations than without included the effects. According to this result, if buffers are inserted in only room temperature, i.e. when inserting buffers without considering the effects of increased resistances caused by temperature along the interconnect lines, timing estimation can be failure due to the induced critical paths.
For the second case, a net of each benchmark circuit which has the worst delay is implemented by the three buffer insertion methods, after that how changed the number of buffers and propagation delay are verified. All implemented nets consist of a single source and many sinks and have long length. The comparison results are shown as Table 3 . It is identified that the propagation delay is worse due to the thermal effects by the first case. When implemented by both thermal aware buffer insertions, more buffers are inserted than the conventional method whether thermal aware delay model and the proposed wire segmentation are applied to the conventional buffer insertion method; however, the propagation delay can be reduced by using the proposed wire segmentation with the same number of buffers as only applied thermal aware delay model. As a result of that, our proposed wire segmentation can search the temperature optimal position of buffers. The delay reduction of the most benchmark circuits between wire segmentation applied method and the conventional method are 9 to 13%; particularly, a type of benchmark circuits such as ami33 that has small area but lots of blocks and high routing density is highly recommended to use thermal aware buffer insertion with the proposed wire segmentation because propagation delay can be reduced by approximately 33%, in contrast to reducing delay under 13% in the other benchmarks. This result shows temperature highly effects on the high integrated circuits.
For the accuracy of our study, we compare estimated delay and SPICE simulation. The error rate of thermal aware buffer insertion applied wire segmentation for SPICE simulation is about 5% in average. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents thermal aware buffer insertion in early stage of physical design with the proposed delay model and the thermal aware wire segmentation. Thermal aware LUT modeling for cell intrinsic delay is also proposed. Simulation results show the length of wire and the range of temperature are heavily effect on the propagation delay, so that critical paths are induced 35 to 58% in the simulations. Buffer insertion by applied the proposed delay model and wire segmentation can produce the delay reduction up to the 33%. The error rate of LUT modeling to SPICE simulation is under 6%.
